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Abstract: China’s environmental protection issue is increasingly highlighted with its rapid economic development. Related 
theories and practices demonstrate that both market and government failures exist in the environmental governance issue. At 
present, the core issue for China’s environmental governance is the allocation of environmental management right between 
governments, non-governmental organizations, enterprises, and communities. The local governments function as the link among 
them. It is very important to study the Central Government’s mechanism design in the allocation of environmental management 
right and the local governments’ behavior choice. This paper analyzes the principal-agent relation between both the Central 
Government and local governments, and studies their selections respectively in symmetric and asymmetric information 
conditions. By analyzing, it holds that in the case of satisfying a certain constraint conditions, the Central Government can ensure 
that local governments can comply with more strictly the environmental regulation mechanism by giving them an excessive 
payment, whereas the local governments should truthfully select an optimal effort level. 
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1. Introduction 

China has made the achievements that amazed the world 
with more than 30 years of its rapid economic growth. 
However, this is followed by the increasingly severe 
environment problem. According to a report published by 
Yale University in 2016, China ranked 109th in 2016 world 
environmental performance indexes of 180 countries and 
regions, and took the last but one in air quality. The 
environmental problem has become a focus affecting 
sustainable and sound development of China’s economy and 
society. The Chinese Government always pays high attention 
to environmental problem, and puts in a great deal of 
manpower, material resources and financial resources. 
However, China’s environmental condition is not obviously 
turned round yet. With the public’s environmental awareness 
constantly increasing, the environmental management will 
become an inevitable choice in realizing regional economic 
development and building a harmonious society. 

There are increasingly in-depth studies on environmental 
management in academic circles. These provide certain 
theoretical bases for the environmental regulation from 

management theories to the establishment of environmental 
management systems. Some foreign scholars mainly 
analyzed the problems and causes from the perspectives of 
externalities and collective action failure in international 
environmental management, proposed that the international 
mechanism should be established based on the 
internalization theory, and the reform to existing 
management system should be carried by the cooperation 
between organizations. In the related studies at home, some 
scholars studied the functions of social organizations’ joint 
participation in remedying local governments’ 
environmental management failure and building their 
environmental cooperative governance network. By 
explaining the relation of national and individual 
environmental management rights, some scholars held that 
the national environmental right should stand a leading 
position, but the focus of environmental management should 
gradually shift to the individual environment right. From the 
perspective of governments’ environmental regulations, 
some scholars analyzed the enterprises’ endogenous 
governance motivations and the external individual 
participation in governments’ environmental management 
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regulations. Other scholars studied non-governmental 
organizations’ participation in environmental management 
from different perspectives. Nevertheless, there are seldom 
studies on the allocation mechanism of environmental 
management right at present, but this allocation mechanism is 
just a key to handle the issue by the joint participation of the 
whole society in the environmental governance. 

2. Analysis on the Interest Subjects in 

Environmental Management Right 

Balanced Allocation 

Generally speaking, the environmental management is 
involved in four interested parties: government, 
nongovernment, enterprise and the public. In order to realize 
the dynamic balance and gain an optimal growth path in the 
four parties’ right, as well as keep a good relation between 
economic development and environmental quality 
improvement, the key is to well coordinate the game relation 
of the four parties, so that the environmental management 
right comes to a balanced allocation among the four interested 
parties. By this way, the purpose is achieved for mutual 
supervision, coordination, interaction and mutual promotion. 
As a result, the environmental management develops well 
towards a right direction in the great economic environment of 
all interested parties. 

In reality, however, local governments can implement the 
strict environmental management measures according to the 
requirement of optimal growth path, and seek for a coordinate 
balance between economic growth and ecological 
environment. Even if so, with a certain time lag, they may not 
be conscious of any growth advantage in the optimal 
economic growth path in their ruling period. In the initial stage 
of economic growth, they may see that the gap is enlarged 
gradually at total social welfare levels gained by 
administration respectively according to the optimal growth 
path and self-utility maximization. Owing to some issues in 
current China’s environmental management system, a lot of 
local governments often pursue the short-term profit 
maximization. Thus, in current environmental management 
system and administrative performance evaluation system, 
these governments often give up the optimal growth path, and 
instead, they choose an ordinary growth path of the short-term 
profit maximization. 

Therefore, in order to realize the optimal growth path of 
total social welfare for constant improvement of 
environmental quality, a perfect mechanism design should be 
made as a guarantee. In the mechanism design, the 
government should assign portion of the environmental 
management right to non-governmental organizations, 
enterprises and the public which work at environmental 
protection. The environmental-protection non-governmental 
organizations can successfully fulfill their external 
management coordination, and receive the public’’ 
supervision and governments’ management. The public can 
actively participate in safeguarding of legal rights, and the 

enterprises can take the coordination of internal and external 
management. Moreover, the local governments conduct 
environmental management efficiently in pursuing the 
long-term profit maximization, and make the environmental 
management right to be well allocated in the end. In the whole 
environmental management, both Central Government’s 
mechanism design and local governments’ behavior choice 
are more important. 

Under the current environmental management system, the 
management authority for environmental protection is 
controlled by governments at all levels for the most part. 
Without governments’ support and permission, 
non-governmental organizations are unable to get the 
authority to manage and supervise environmental protection, 
the public can’t get security and operability for their 
environmental rights and interests, and the enterprises have no 
initiatives and capability to carry out high-quality 
environmental management. So, a mechanism should be 
designed initiatively by the Central Government based on the 
characteristics of economic changes in the development stage, 
so that the most of environmental management right 
controlled by local governments can be allocated rationally to 
interested parties for the purpose of mutual cooperation, 
interaction and improvement. 

3. The Central Government’s 

Mechanism Design and Local 

Governments’ Behavior Choice 

Under the government-oriented environmental 
management system in China, the Central Government is no 
doubt a natural and efficient mechanism designer. Because of 
its great restraints and control to local governments’ behaviors, 
the Central Government is undoubtedly playing an important 
role in the mechanism design. 

The game between the Central Government and local 
governments is set as an principal-agent relation between both 
the Central Government and local governments. In order to 
confirm the issue, this paper simplifizes their relation, 
supposing only one Central Government and one local 
government are taken into account, and the Central 
Government has a game with only one local government. 
However, the mechanism operation formulated by the Central 
Government is dependent on the actions taken by the Central 
Government as well as the natural state uncontrolled between 
the Central Government and local governments. The different 
actions taken by local government can result in different costs, 
whereas the Central Government can’t observe local 
governments’ actions. For instance, the Central Government 
stipulates that local governments’ environmental protection 
behavior must be supervised by non-governmental 
organizations, the public and enterprises; the three parties may 
participate in their environmental management activities. 
However, the local governments may comply with above 
requirements superficially, but actually they may raise one 
obstacle after another covertly to impose restriction on the 
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three environmental management parties to exercise their 
environmental protection functions. Such covert behavior is 
often seen through by the Central Government. 

Supposing the Central Government sets a mechanism, 
providing the local governments must be supervised by 
environmental-protection non-governmental organizations, 
then it should give these organizations a certain administrative 
power to supervise local governments’ economic and 
environmental behaviors, and determines the promotion of 
officials based on local governments’ compliance with the 
mechanism formulated by the Central Government. In the 

following function, Action 	a ∈ [a�，a�)  that the local 
government may select, and y is used to represent the payment 
gained by local governments from the Central Government, 
which can be interpreted as the chance of promotion. So, the 
local government utility function is established. Supposing the 
utility function is divisible, then its specific form can be 
written as: 

�	
，�� = ��
) − �	�� > 0，�′′ ≤ 0      (1) 

The local government's reservation utility is recorded as , 

and the utility is defined as follows: If the local government 
may not comply with the mechanism designed by the Central 
Government when the utility 	U	y，a� gained by the local 

government in the mechanism is less than , then, the  is 

called the local government’s reservation utility, that is to say, 
this utility is the minimum one gained by the local government 
when it must comply with the mechanism designed by the 
Central Government. 

The Central Government can’t see through the Action a 

selected by local government, and the degree of local 
government’s compliance is uncertain in the fixed action. The 
degree of local government’s compliance with the mechanism 
designed by the Central Government is recorded as x�，where 
x�  is a random variable, whose distribution function is 

	F�x，a)  and distribution density function is 	F�x，a) . 

Supposing that x� range is [α，β], and it is not related to local 
government’s action a, the Central Government’s expected 
utility function will be: 

There are two cases of optimal mechanism design taken 
into account as follows: one is the optimal mechanism design 
in symmetric information, the other is the one in asymmetric 
information. 

3.1. Optimal Mechanism Design in Symmetric Information 

Supposing the Central Government can observe the local 
government’s Action a, then, the Central Government is 
intended to maximize its own expected utility in the 
participation constraint: 

max
�， 

!["�#� − 
�#�))] 

$. &. ![�	
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The Lagrange function is: 

) = * "[# − 
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The first order necessary condition is: 

34[56 ∗�5)]
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with: 
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and: 

* ��
�#))+	#，��,#-
. − � − �( = 0        (6) 

Because V' > 0, the participation constraint is constrictive, 
that is, 

* ��
�#))+	#，��,#-
. − � − �( = 0         (7) 

Thereby, 

λ ∗> 0                    (8) 

It is known by above formula that the following expression 

is established for any two levels #，#� ∈ [:，;] designed by 
the Central Government and complied with by local 
governments: 

34[56 ∗�5)]
34[5�6 ∗�5�)] =

84[ ∗�5)]
84[ ∗�5�)] 	∀#，#′ ∈ [:，;]      (9) 

Pareto risk allocation rule well-known by us: This 
expression is the marginal rate of substitution is equal between 
the utilities of the Central Government and local governments 
in different states; specially, if the Central Government keeps 
risk neutral, then it is inferred that: 

��[
 ∗ �#)] = ��[
 ∗ �#′)]            (10) 

But if u' > 0，then 
 ∗ �#) = 
 ∗ �#′), it means the local 
government can get a unchanged payment in all states, and the 
Central Government takes all risks by itself. 

If both the Central Government and local government are 
averse of risk, the differential for x is taken, the following 
formula is got: 

− 3���
3� = −[34434 +

8��
8� ]

B ∗
B5              (11) 

Both and  represent the Arrow-Pratt absolute risk 
aversion coefficients of the Central Government and local 
government respectively, and above formula can be rewritten 
as: 

B ∗
B5 = CD

CDECF                 (12) 

If the local government’s action is given, then for the 
Central Government, the optimal payment in symmetric 
information depends on the relative change of local 
government and Central Government’s degree of risk 
aversion. 
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3.2. Optimal System Design in Asymmetric Information 

Before the optimal incentive mechanism in asymmetric 
information is discussed, a specific explanation is made on the 
way of the influence of local government’s Action a on output 
distribution. This paper has ever supposed that the range 

[α，β]  of random variable x�  is not related to a. Such 
supposition is to avoid the Central Government’s case to be 
too simple and meaningless in analysis. If not so, the two 
distribution density functions as shown in Figure 1 can be 
taken into account: The base corresponding to Action a* is 

[α�a*)，β�a*)]; the base corresponding to another Action 

	a'*  is [α�a')，β�a')] . Supposing the Central Government 
expects the local government to select Action 	a*, then as long 

as the local government selects , both Central Government 
and local government well know that the probability 

	F	[α�a*)，a'] (the dash area in Figure 1) of the compliance 

level x falling within [α�a')，α�a*)] is positive. By this, it is 
ensured that the local governments select 	a* as long as the 
Central Government gives the full punishment to the local 
governments which have the compliance level of 	x ∈
[α�a')，α�a*)], because the local governments would take 
too big risk. 

 

Figure 1. The Central Government’s severe punishment mechanism on the different bases. 

In the premise of the unchanged base of x ̃, it is supposed that the output is increased in the first-order random dominance 
significance with an increase of a, that is to say, F_a (x，a)≤0, and the strict inequation is available at some x points. In the 
supposing stage, if  a>a', then, F(x，a)≤F(x，a'), and the strict inequation is available at some x points. y is given, then 
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The Central Government’s expected utility increases with 
an increase of a. So, a is explained as local governments’ 
effort degree. 

Now supposing the Central Government can’t detect local 
government’s Action a, then it gives the payment to the local 
governments only based on the local governments’ 
compliance with the mechanism level designed and observed 
finally by the Central Government. Herein the payment is 
interpreted as the chance of promotion for local government 
officials. Of course, the Central Government knows that for 
any a payment proposal y(x), the local government will select 
Action a that is fittest to itself. So, the Central Government’s 
question is: 

max
�， �5)

E[V] 

$. &. ![�] ≥ �(	�N. O. )             (14) 

�	max	![�]	�P. O. ) 
The condition (P. C.) in above formula is the participation 

constraint, that is, only when the payment given by the Central 
Government to the local governments is greater than or equal 
to , the local government can comply with the 

environmental protection supervision mechanism designed by 
the Central Government; (I. C.) is generally known as an 
incentive compatibility constraint, and also called a self 
selection constraint. 
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It is difficult to directly analyze above issue, because the 
incentive compatibility constraint is involved in another 
maximum value problem. Nothing but in many occasions, it 
may replace the condition (I. C.) by the first-order necessary 
condition of the maximum value, on condition that the 
first-order necessary condition is also a sufficient condition 
at the same time-This is so-called first-order condition 
method. 

The incentive compatibility constraint is replaced as its 
first-order necessary condition, the question becomes as 
follows: 

max
�， �5)

H"[# − 
�#)]+	#，��,#
Q

R
 

s.		t. * �[
�#)]+	#，��,#Q
R − � ≥ �(        (15) 

The Lagrange function can be written as the following 
simple form: 

) = !["] + 0[![�] − �(] + U VW[X]
V�        (16) 

According to the Kuhn-Tucker theorem, both constants λ* 
and μ* ≥ 0 exist, so that the first-order condition is available: 

"�[# − 
 ∗ �#)]
��[
 ∗ �#)] = 0 ∗ +U ∗ +�	#，��+	#，�� 	∀# ∈ J:，;K 

VW[3]
V� + 0 ∗ VW[X]V� + U ∗ VZW[X]

V�Z = 0         (17) 

It is easily seen by comparing above two formulas that if 
μ* > 0, the optimal mechanism in asymmetric information is 
proved to impossibly result in the Pareto’s effective risk 
allocation, and at this time, the Central Government can 
prevail with the local governments to make more efforts 
(bigger a) than Pareto’s effective level. In fact, the following 
theorem can be proved to be established: 

Theorem: If the agent is averse in risk, then μ* > 0  is 
necessarily available in the conditions in this paper. 

The proof of this theorem can refer to Holmstrom (1979) or 
Shavell (1979). 

The meaning of above theorem can be further understood in 
the political aspect in a special case-local governments’ risk 
neutral. If the Central Government keeps neutral in risk, the 
Pareto optimal risk allocation requires it to take all risks, and 
the local governments can obtain an unchanged income. 
However, if the payment to the local governments doesn’t 
depend on its final compliance level of environmental 
protection supervision mechanism designed by the Central 
Government, it will select Action a with a lest effort degree. 
Hence, in order to avoid the moral risk issue, the optimal 
incentive mechanism in covert behavior connects the local 
government’s income necessarily with the level of its 
compliance with environmental protection supervision 
mechanism. 

If local government keeps neutral in risk, the Central 
Government may simply predetermine its own conservation 

compliance level x̂  in mechanism design, so that local 
governments can obtain residual claim, and so the local 

governments gain all total compliance level where x̂ is 

removed: ˆx x− . Because local governments’ income 
depends on its effort level a, the incentive compatibility 
constraint is obviously satisfied, and its specific real meaning 
is: the Central Government pre-sets a reserved environmental 

protection compliance level x̂ , the local governments can 

obtain the promotion chance level yɶ at an optimal effort level 

aɶ . At this time, the local government may lower its 

compliance level; it may lower its compliance level to ˆx x−  

from x̂ , so that its effort level a is also reduced accordingly. 
But by this time, the Central Government allows the local 
government to obtain higher utility. 

Intuitively, this paper wishes the payment function 
determined 
 ∗ �#)  by the first-order condition is 

monotonically increasing. Because V' > 0，u' > 0 , the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the 
 ∗ �#) monotonic 
increasing is the monotonically increasing of "[# − 
 ∗ �#)]/
�[
 ∗ �#)], which is equivalent to Function 

\]�^，_)
\�^，_)  to be a 

monotonic increasing function of x. Thus, in order to ensure 
the monotonic increasing property, it is necessary to suppose 
Function f_/f is monotonically increasing to the variable x. 
this is the Monotone Likelihood Ratio Condition. In fact, (1) is 
derived to x, and it is available as follows: 

B ∗
B5 = CD

CDECF + a V
V5 b

cd
c e              (18) 

and  represent the Arrow-Pratt absolute risk 

aversion coefficients of both Central Government and local 
government respectively 

a = U ∗ U�/�fg + fC)"� > 0	           (19) 

When the monotone likelihood ratio condition 

V
V5 b

cd
c e > 0                (20) 

is satisfied, even if the Central Government keeps risk neutral 
( ), it is ensured ,
 ∗/,# > 0	that optimal incentive 

mechanism can meet the most basic principle of “the higher 
the compliance level with environmental protection 
mechanism is, the more the promotion chances are”. 

The monotone likelihood ratio condition can be interpreted 
intuitively as: the (logarithmic) likelihood function is 

	lnf�x，a) in a statistical inference model with an endogenous 
variable x and an estimator variable a. If the observed value y 
and estimated value a� are given, the bigger the is, the 

bigger the probability that a is indeed equal to a�. Hence, the 

likelihood ratio 
jkl\
j_ = f_/f  represents a possible inference 

that the observed y is from another model with a parameter of 
� ≠ �� . This first means that the Central Government 
necessarily deviates from the Pareto effective allocation in 
hidden information case. As for the degree of deviation, it 
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depends on the likelihood ratio f_/f : the bigger, the f_/f is, 
the greater the deviation is. 

For local government’s compliance level x, if f_/f is bigger, 
the Central Government can have a great confidence to infer 
that the deviation of x and expected compliance level is from 
local government’s opportunistic practice or the natural 

fluctuation of random variable though the expression value  
of compliance level is random. Therefore, the payment level 
gained by local government even more depends on the level of 
its compliance with the environmental protection mechanism 
formulated by the Central Government. Conversely, if f_/f is 
less, the Central Government is hard to distinguish the two 
factors—local government’s opportunistic behavior and 
natural random fluctuation. In such case, it may be a best 
choice that the Central Government offers a retained income 
to local governments directly, and completely gives up the 
incentive to the local governments. This is a reluctant action, 
but it is the same with the payment form of Pareto risk optimal 
allocation. 

It is seen from above model analysis that as long as the 
appropriate mechanism design proposal is selected, the 
Central Government can ensure the environmental protection 
supervision rules designed by it can be executed smoothly 
even if f_/f is as big. 

3.3. Effectiveness of the First-Order Condition Method 

In the first-order condition method, this paper displaces the 
incentive compatibility constraint 

![��
�#�)，�] ≥ ![�	
�#�)，��K	∀� ∈ [��，��)   (21) 

by its first-order necessary condition: 

VW[X]
V� = 0                  (22) 

However, the question is that the first-order necessary 
condition is not a sufficient condition of the incentive 
compatibility constraint. First, what satisfies 

	E[U�y�x�)，a] ≥ E[U	y�x�)，a'K may be the boundary point, 

while a� may not satisfy 
jn[o]
j_ = 0 at all; second, even if the 

maximum value 	E[U�y�x�)，a] ≥ E[U	y�x�)，a'K  has a 

solution of interior points, the points when 
jn[o]
j_ = 0 may 

include partial maximum & minimum value points. Because 
jn[o]
j_ = 0 and those points that can satisfy incentive constraint 

points may not be removed completely, the problem may exist 
for the incentive mechanism derived by the first-order 
condition method. 

Of course, some conditions can be added appropriately to 

ensure 
jn[o]
j_ = 0 , and these conditions are the sufficient 

conditions of 	E[U�y�x�)，a] ≥ E[U	y�x�)，a'K  at the same 

time. First, supposing 	E[U�y�x�)，a] ≥ E[U	y�x�)，a'K  has 
the interior point solution, so the solution certainly meets 
jn[o]
j_ = 0 . If E[U] is also a concave function of a, then, 

	jn[o]j_ = 0 is a sufficient condition at the same time, that is to 

say, it needs: 

* <�[
�#)] − �=+��	#，��,#Q
R ≤ 0        (23) 

By the integration by parts, above formula is equivalent to: 

* I��	#，����[
�#)]
��#),#Q
R ≥ 0       (24) 

In addition, because u' > 0 , and in the monotonic 
likelihood condition, y'�x) > 0, 

I��	#，�� ≥ 0               (25) 

Thus, supposing the distribution function 	F		x，a� is the 
convex function of a, and the monotonic likelihood ratio 
condition can be satisfied, then the rationality of the first-order 
condition can be guaranteed. 

4. Conclusions 

The local government is the represent of local environment 
and economical interests. As a unitary state, China may adopt 
the mechanism of consultation on the basis of equality 
between the Central Government and local government, or 
leverage for consultation and cooperation. As the local 
environmental quality is of externality, good environment in 
local administrative area can provide the external effect for the 
economy and society of this region, which is conducive to the 
local development. Currently China is standing in rapid 
development in economy and society, and its environmental 
legal systems are being established gradually. However, the 
environmental law enforcement demonstrates a barely 
satisfactory effect, and most of local governments don’t take 
into serious considerations to fulfill the Central Government’s 
environmental protection goals. Thus, great attention should 
be paid to the allocation of environmental right between the 
Central Government and local governments, governments and 
non-governmental organizations, and the public, so that the 
environmental management steps into a benign development 
track. 
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